5.

General health: It is stated that there has been no case of illness among the boys and that the school is in good repair, but in general all the buildings are not in quite as good a state of repair as they were when I was there. The classrooms are very dirty and the floors are in need of some attention.

3.

The boys were seen to be in good health, with a few exceptions. The boys are all well fed and are able to work hard. The food is good and there is a good variety of vegetables served. The laundry is done by the girls, who are very efficient in their work.

2.

On the 29th instant I accompanied myself and the assistant boys in residence, to the new building. I was very pleased to see the boys in a better state of health. The new building is much better than the old one, and I am sure it will be a decided improvement in the health of the boys.

1.

On the 30th instant I accompanied myself and the assistant boys in residence to the new building. I was very pleased to see the boys in a better state of health. The new building is much better than the old one, and I am sure it will be a decided improvement in the health of the boys.
blackboard.

6. **Trainee Boys:**

The following boys have left school and are engaged in duties on the property:

- learning tractor driving and general duties. He is stated to be dull and not showing any great aptitude.
- employed in the dairy shed. Although backward is reported to be shaping well and with proper training may become an efficient rural worker.
- employed on dairy work and in the wool-shed. Progress very good and shows much aptitude.
- a dairy and general hand. Work good and normal progress. I pointed out that on the Nominal Roll he is stated to be 13 years of age, but Brother Hodde informed me that he has now turned fourteen.

Generally, I was not impressed with the appearance of these boys. Personal cleanliness is not good; their hair was unruled. Clothing was very dirty. Footwear was dirty, shoes, sandals and sandal looks apparently beyond repair is prevalent.